Part 2

Continued…. How safe is your retirement?

There is an additional issue that could make the state pension deficit situation even worse and that is
cash flows and the timing of the returns. According to the Bloomberg article cited in Part 1, the US
Census Bureau estimated for the last ten years, participant’s contributions into their plans increased by
70%, but the payouts of benefits increased by 130%. The Census Bureau further estimates that 14 states
pay out benefits in excess of 10% of assets in their plans, obviously unsustainable if you are earning 4%,
or even if you make believe you are earning 8%.
The final step in this analysis is also intuitive, but something you may never have seen before. The
article has been highlighting average annualized returns because that is the how the financial world
quotes rates of return over a period of time, but never have you seen your IRA grow every year by
exactly 8.0% for ten years. Sometimes higher, sometimes lower, by reinvesting the appreciation each
year back into your portfolio to compound, it will result in an average annualized return of 8.0%.
But what happens when the market is down and you take money out. The withdraw is now a higher
percentage of the assets than before the portfolio “corrected”, so it will take an even higher rate of
return to get back to the same value as before. The timing of when you take money out of a portfolio
and the corresponding annual rates of return has a direct impact on the investment’s portfolio’s ability
to meet and fund future liabilities (retirement checks).
Take a look at the table below, showing accumulation and distribution phases of an individual
retirement account. Group pension plans are somewhat dissimilar as they have new entrants and
vesting schedules to add additional layers of calculations, but the broader concept of withdraws in
excess of contributions and annual earnings will still spell the same problems.
On the left hand side it shows two columns, each $100,000 invested for 20 years, both with an average
annualized return of 8%. One will notice that the annual returns in the first column are exactly reversed
in order compared to the second column. The order of returns is unimportant as you are accumulating
assets and both result in the average annualized 8% return.
On the right hand side of the chart, the same two columns and rates of return exist, but now we are in
the distribution phase and with drawing annually 5% of the first year total assets in the plan, growing
with 3% inflation. Both columns on the right hand side start with the same dollar amount and with draw
the same amount each year. One account goes to zero by the 16th year, while the other account
continues to grow. The difference is in the timing of the returns. The left column of the withdraw phase
has the bad years early on and the other column has good years early on.

If the $1.0 Trillion of unfunded liabilities for state pension plans may be doubled or tripled as projected
by Rauh./Novy-Marx due to the higher unrealistic growth assumptions versus past earnings history. We
then need to also consider the impact of the timing of the cash flows, with draws and the actual annual
returns versus the average annual rate of return. In the above chart, at age 71, in the withdraw column,
the value of the asset is $323,722, under the assumption of negative returns early in the payout phase.
In order for the scheduled retirement benefits to be paid out through age 90, the account would need to
be increased to $525,184, assuming a constant 8% return for the balance of the payout years. This is an
increase of existing assets by 60%.
Is this where we are today? The state pension funds have been averaging 4-4.5% returns for last ten
years, versus 8% projected, withdraws or benefits being paid out are around 10% of assets in the plans.
Could the tax payers across the country write a check for an additional 30, 40, 50 or 60% of existing
assets to stabilize the retirement plans?
How big of a problem is this? The Stimulus Bill, passed shortly after Pres Obama took office was $800
Billion, a third of which went to states to help pay the states Medicare commitments for a year or two.
With state pension plans currently underfunded by $1.0 -3.0 Trillion, as evidenced in this article, your
understanding of the issue makes it imperative that you share your concerns with friends, family and
neighbors to address the problem at hand before our debt implodes upon us.
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In Part 3,”Tell us the Truth, the Whole Truth”, the Public School Employee Retirement System of
Pennsylvania. Brought to our attention at the West Chester School Board meeting in late summer 2010,
the information shared brought to light the importance to all taxpayers of future funding requirements
as well as the viability of the promised retirement for our teachers and administrators.

